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The Stillwater River glides slowly by under the hot September sun. (Linscott photo)
Kegs, tailgating no longer mix
by Cary Olson
Staff Writer
No kegs will be allowed in the tailgate area of
the UMO football games and if this problem
persists. the tailgate gatherings may be totally
eliminated.
In a meeting Thursday among Dr. Thomas
Aceto. vice president for student affairs, Alan
Reynolds.,....iiirtitiotice and safety, Tony
Mangione. student senate president, and Peter
Gray. president of the UMO fraternity board.
Reynolds said, "If it (tailgate gatherings) isn't
squared away this weekend, we may . eliminate
them."
Aceto said, "Tailgating is p‘oviding a place for
people to eat their lunch before a game It's not a
place to party.
Communiqué
Friday, Sept. 30
Career Planning and Placement
Workshop. "Resume Writing."
Career Planning Serninar Room,
Wingate. 2 p.m.
Zoology Seminar. Dr. Cynthia
Fisher, Vassar College: "Steroid
Effects on Avian Scale
Development." 102 Murray. 3:10
p.m.
Physics Colloquium. Susan McKay:
"Spin
-Glass Behavior from Chaotic
Mappings." 140 Bennett. 4:10 p.m.
GSS/APO Shuttlebus to the Bangor
Mall. Side entrance, Union.
Admission. 5:15 & 6 p.m.
(continued on page 10)
We have no interest in cutting alcohol out of
this canipus. Don't ask us to bastardize an event
called 'tailgating.'"
Gray and Mangione were disappointed the
news about no kegs at the tailgate party was just
released.
Aceto said Bill Lucy (associate dean of student
activities 'and organizations) was supposed to
send a Temp the fraternities telling them of the
no keg policy.
Lucy said, "The reason you didn't know before
it hit the Campus is because I forgot in the hustle
and bustle. The decision was made three weeks
ago. I'm sorry."
Gray said, "I feel it's a Cheap shot in the ribs.
This is Thursday and Saturday is homecoming."
Mangione said, "For the six years I've been
here, it's been a time to walk around with a beer
and meet people. The major concern I have is that
it's just now being brought up."
Aceto asked why the fraternities did not have
parties in their house before the game.
"Don't ask us to have a tailgate area for your
parties. We are not, as an institution, going to sit
back and let people get drunk. Don't tell me
people living on fraternity row need a tailgate
area."
Gray said, "This policy isn'rret4;6.:‘ di- all. I
think it's such an unjustice to the students. I
think this is just adding to the pyramid. You're
almost driving people out of this campus.—
Reynolds said under the public drinking law, •
individuals cannot drink onYthis campus unless it
is authorized by him. In the past, drinking took
place at football games before the tailgate area
was installed. (see KEGS page 3)
Homecomin weekend '83
by Gina Ferrazzi
Staff Writer
This weekend represents a
52-year-old tradition for UMO:
Homecoming! Past Home-
comings have had their suc-
cesses and pitfalls. The first
Homecoming day on Nov. 7,
1931, intended to solidify rela-
tions with the alumni, featured a
Bowdoin - Maine game and
Robert H. Fernald. son of the
founder and president, as
speaker.
On Homecoming weekend in
1963. John F. Kennedy spoke at
a special convocation, and Maine
beat Connecticut 35-12. . Ten
years later Homecoming was
•
plagued with a rash of auto-
mobile accidents injurinfg six
students.
"Homecoming '82 was the
most widely attended Home-
coming in years," said Nancy
Dysart. director of UMO alumni
activities. The football team
ended a 17-year jinx and beat
UMass 42-24, to a crowd of
9,800.
Homecoming '83 is looking
toward the same success as last
year's. Centering around a
Maine vs Towson State football
game, this weekend will offer
numerous events. To kick off
the tradition, the Student/
Alumni/Faculty Homecoming
Dance will be held tonight at 8
pm in the Memoriartymnasium
featuring Coloured Rain. The
1983 Homecoming queen will be
crowned at this free event
sponsored by the Senior Skull
Society and the All Maine
Women.
On Saturday the Graduate
"M" Club breakfast will be held
at 8:30 a.m. in Wells Commons
This includes all letter men and
women and also the gold and
silver "M" men: those who
lettered 25 or 50 years ago.
Wesley Jordan, head athletic
trainer for UMO, will be the
guest speaker.
The fifth annual Homecoming
Arts and Crafts Fair will be in the
(see HOMECOMING page 3)
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US, USSR have differing views, speakers agree
by Ron Gabriel
Staff Writer
A military build-up in the US is
intended to not only deter the Soviets,
but also to insure that the flow of raw
materials to multinational corpor-
ations will continue, a panelist at the
Arms Control Forum in 100 E/M said
Thursday.
Michael Howard, assistant professor
of philosophy, said, "The US already
has 70 percent of the world economic
and military power, so an increased
military power insures superiority and
is a useful element in directing foreign
policy."
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The Rev. Mark Hall, a vicar at St.
Patrick's cathedral in Brewer and Air
Force Reserve Chaplain, said a US
Nuclear build-up is intended to deter
the Soviets from "taking advantage of
other's weakness." He said if the
Soviets perceive an unprepared U.S.
military, they will be more apt to
pursue their policy goals.
"It has appeared that when the
Soviet Union has the opportunity to
act, they have acted. So our policy has
been to have a force to deter the
Soviets from acting," he said.
The two panelists agreed that
difficulties in arriving at arms control
agreements stem from each country's
SUNDAY WORSHIP
11 a.m. Lown Room Union
The Maine Christian Assneiation
+ (the Protestant Church on Campus)
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differing perception of the world
situation.
Hall said, "We (the US) don't
always understand the nature of Soviet
society—the shooting down of the
Korean airliner is a good example. In
our society such an act is
inconceivable, but this is not the case in
theirs."
Howard said Soviet actions that the
US perceives as expansionist—such as
the Afghanistan invasion—look
different from a Soviet perspective.
"The Soviet Union attempts to
preserve a protective belt of countries
around its border. It is its response to a
history of invasions," he said.
Walter Schoenberger, professor of
political science, reviewed the history
of arms control early in the forum.
Arms control negotiations, he said, are
only political acts designed to better
the country's political situation.
Focus presents in the North and
South Lown Rooms, 7:30 p.m. to
midnight.
Friday: HELEN BATEMAN
Guitar, Piano and Vocals.
Ballads and Folksongs. "The
quiet touch"
Saturday:MONIQUE HAGOPIAN
Guitar and Vocals. Folk Music.
no
admission
charge
THE FO'C'SLE
"They are more succelkful
developing weapons to kill human
beings than they are in negotiating,"
he said.
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Classifieds
Lost
A key was lost in the vicinity of Little
Hall. It was tied on a nylon string. Please
Return to Gregg Palmer, Lobby Desk
Chadbourne.
ATTENTION
FACULTY & STUDENTS
TIRED OF RENTING?
Give us your rent, we'll give you a home...
and then buy-it back iv-hen you leave school!
At Whispering Pines In Orono-
An affordable, carefree lifestyle with 2 & 3
bedroom townhouses, low monthly payments and
no maintenance.
Where your mortgage payment may not be
more than your rent and where there is always a
buyer when you are ready to sell through our
exclusive repurchase agreement.*
Faculty/Personnel: Tired of renting but afraid to make
a commitment? When you're ready to sell- we're
ready to buy.
Students: At last, show your dad how smart you are by
saving him money. We'll show him how he can buy,
rent to you, make a profit and save taxes!
Low downpayment accepted- 101/2 percent
mortgagages Exclusively offered by:
Property Investments
Realtors
942-4815
• Repurchase agreement limited to students, faculty, and personnel at UMO
or Bangor Campus.
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•Kegs 
We set up a tailgate area to resolve
that problem," Reynolds said. "It is
not set up for a public drinking area. If
you want to have an outside party,
arrangments have to be made."
Outside parties will be granted to
organizations that go through Rey-
nolds and ask permission. An area has
to be fenced off and a designated
number of police officer will be
assigned to the party. At least one will
be at the gate and one walking around
the premises, Reynolds said.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Thomas Aceto(Arnold photo)
(continued from page 1)
At the .UMO Fraternity Board
meeting Thursday evening, Gray
explained the new policy to the
members. "They're trying to deter
people from going in at 11 a.m. to the
tailgate area and staying until 4 p.m.
getting sloshed. I feel like I
disappointed you guys. I brought up
every issue I could and they (Aceto and
Reynolds) wouldn't budge. They're
concerned about the safety of people
and drinking and driving.
Lucy suggested the fraternities use
this opportunity to show the administ-
ration and non-fraternity members
that the image of fraternity life is
becoming better.
"Maybe this will be the opportunity
to turn this around and show that we
don't need a keg to have a good time.
The end of a keg isn't the end of the
world to us."
William Prosser, assistant director
of police services, said he hopes the
meaning of tailgating will continue and
it doesn't become a time to get drunk.
He is not against kegs, but he doesn't
think they should be at the tailgate
area. _
Aceto said, "We're not trying to
create a police state. I think the
position the university has taken is a
traditional one."
Delicious
Deli Specialties!
You say Arby's, you say bountiful!
Arby's
Roast Beef Deluxe.
with loads of roast beef
plus lettuce, tomato 1,
and mayonnaise
r
t.zec-7.`
ikta
N'A
k
Waal fs4
_ Arb_y s
French Dp • .
iqkwith piping hot.
natural
beef juices
Arby's
Submarine
with ham, salami,
pepperoni
Swiss cheese
57 BANGOR MALL BLVD. and much more
1ro.
Seniors!!
Will be Shot On Sight....
That's right ! Philomena Baker of Baker
Studios in Hampden will be on campus
Wed. October 19-Wed. November 16 to
shoot senior portraits.
Sign up for your appointment
in the Senior Skulls Room
3rd floor Memorial Union
Sittings are
FREE!!
)
40.4.
Student
Government
election
results
By Peter Gore
staff writer
Here are the final results of the
1983-84 General Student
Senate elections as pertaining
to the undecided seats:
Fraternity senators-Jim Doliner
Richard Yost
Peter Tirschwell
Oxford Hall-Paul Conway
Lisa Parent
Off-campus-Kathy Langford
Steve Gray
There will be a run off election
in Dannett between Dave
Poulin and Ron LaRouchelle.
Fair Election Practices
Committee Chairperson Beth
Kenney said it has not been
determined if a run off
election will be held to fill in
the remaining Graduate senate
seats.
• HOMECOMING
(continued from page 1)
Fieldhouse Saturday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m. to 4
15.m. featuring 150 Maine
craftsman.
"It's an incredible fair where
the students can do some early
Christmas shopping on all
handmade items," said Dysart.
Part Homecoming queens will
be gathered at the alumni
Homecoming luncheon at 11:30
a.m. in the Memorial
Gymnasium along with the class
of 1978 and 1973, and gold and
silver "M" men, the All Maine
Women, the Senior Skulls and
the Student Alumni Assocat ion.
Pre-game highlights will begin
at Alumni Field at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday. The UMO Marching
Band will lead the charge and
then Student Government
President Craig Freshley will
welcome students and alumni.
The alumni will present the
university with $25,000 raised
from the alumni annual fund..-
The football game will start at
1:30 p.m. The half-time show
includes performances by the
UMO Marching Band and the
Alumni Band.
ROSES
IN DECEMBER
by
The Maine Cnristian Association
SUNdAy, OCT. 2 pm
Wilson Protestant Student Center
morkidxy, OCT.) 6:30pm
Hilltop Conference Room
TuEsdAy, OCT. 4 6.30prd
Basement Lounge, Hannibal Hamlin Hall
wEcINEsclAy, OCT. 5 6.30pm
Stewart Commons
Tlitdrsady, ocT.6 12.15pm
Sandwich Cinema, FFA Room, Memorial Union
VWECINIES41Ay, CMCT. 12 6.30pm
Main Lounge, Kennebec Hall
ThlflitSdAy, OCT. 13 6.30pm
Basement Study Lounge, Chadbourne Hall
The life of Jean Donovan who went to El Salvador
as a Maryknoll lay worker and was one of fnur
American women who were murdered there two.1.14
years ago. 44-4-)Aw
Film and discussion will be facilitated by an
MCA staff member.
13Qunty Taverne and Miller 1.1pre*ent*
First Annual
Rear of the Year
Contest
\\ ill be held on Monday 10-03-83
Guys and Gals win 850.00 cash
plus
a pair of Miller Lite Designer Jeans
plus __
winners are eligible
to compete in the finals
for a Jackpot of 8250.00 cash
for each of the two final winners
Wear It our Bifst Designer Jeans
500 Main Street
Bangor•
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The 35th President of the United States, John F. Kennedy, speaking at UMO Homecoming ceremonies twenty years ago.
Kennedy at UM
by Suzanna Mitchell
Staff Writer
This weekend is Homecoming, but it probably
won't be able to match Homecoming at UMO 20
years ago.
That was the weekend President John F.
Kennedy visited the UMO campus and the
newly-completed Hauck Auditorium was dedicat-
ed.
It was the first and only time in the university's
history that a U.S. president visited UMO.
Kennedy's visit was arranged by former Senator
Edmund Muskie.
President Kennedy was in Maine just 34 days
before his assassination in Dallas, Texas on Nov.
22, 1963. He was here to view the
Passamaquoddy-St. John River area in north-
: twenty year anniversary
eastern Maine by air. The Passamaquoddy tidal
power project was seeking Government funding to
build a hydroelectric power plant.
Three Army _helicopters touched down on the
north end of the football field at 10:55 a.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 19, 1963, depositing President
Kennedy, U.S. Senators Margaret Chase Smith
and Muskie. State Representatives Stanley A.
Tupper, and Clifford_G. McIntyre along with a
"barrage of reporters," said the Maine Campus
(10/24/63).
A platform had been set up in the middle of the
football field for Kennedy to stand on during his
visit, which lasted almost an hour. He gave a 20
minute speech on his foreign policy, and UMO
President Lloyd H. Elliott conferred upon
Kennedy an honorary Doctorate of Law degree.
With Kennedy on the platform were the
legislators who had been in the _helicopters.
Dr. Ruth Westheimer,
creator of radio's "Sexually Speaking",
Monday, October 3 at 8:30 p.m.
in Hauck Auditorium
As seen on "The Tonight Show" and "Late Night
with David Letterman" the author of "Dr. Ruth's
Guide to Good Sex" will speak and field questions from
her audience.
"For Dr. Ruth no question is too outrageous and no
problem unsolvable."
Admission is free to the general public.
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Elliott, then Maine Governor John H. Reed,
members of the board of trustees, all the deans of
the university, Registrar George Crosby, and Vice
President for Academic Affairs H. Austin Peck.
Also on the platform was Professor Brooks
Hamilton, of the Journalism/Broadcasting
Department. He represented the faculty as
chairman of the UMO Faculty Council, now
known as the Council of Colleges.
"We all marched out to the platform," said
Hamilton. "The— helicopters landed...and
(Kennedy) came out last (on to the field)."
The Maine Campus (10/24/63) said Kennedy,
wearing "a charcoal gray suit" and sporting a
"deep, healthy tan", paused to don a cap and
gown before walkint across the football field.
Accompanied by Elliott, he walked to the
speaker's platform while the band played "Hail
to the Chief."
Freshly Served
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
HOT & COLD DRINKS
4111h.
PEPSI
(see KENNEDY page 6)
HOT & COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
MILK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS 411111\
PEPSI
'MOP
CANTEEN
COMPLETE FOOD & VENDING SERVICE
CATEF N SERVICE- CO. 244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 9455688
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Police Blotter
*
By Wayne Rivet
staff writer
A Lambda Chi Alpha
resident reported the theft of
his wallet at the Memorial
Gym Monday. The student
reported Ire left his wallet in
an unlocked locker near the
swimming pool at 3:30 p.m.
When he returned at 5:30
p.m. he said the wallet was
missing. The victim said the
wallet contained $30 in cash,
credit cards and a money
express banking card.
Scot Cochran, 19, of 332
Hart Hall, was arrested for a
prior charge of possession of a
scheduled drug (marijuana) on
Tuesday. Cochran was
stopped, by UMOPD on
Rangeley Road at 10;17 p.m.
Cochran failed to present a
driver's license so police ran a
driver's record check and
discovered the subject was
wanted by Portland police for
possession of marijuana.
Cochran was arrested and
later released on $75 bail.
Cochran's case will be heard
in Maine Ninth District Court,
Portland, on Oct. 3.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday it the musical
sounds of "TANK"
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One of these UMO undergraduates will be crowned
Homecoming Queen Friday at 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Gym. Homecoming festivities will run from Sept. 30
through Oct. 2.
The candidates are, from left to right Sandra Cunliffe
NIVERSITYCINEMAS STILLWATER AVE.
OLD TOWNFRIDAY 7:00 & 9:00 827-3850SAT & Sun 2:00, 7:00 & 9:00
You won't believe what
goes on and what
comes off in
FRIDAY 7.15& 9.15
SAT & SUN 2:00, 7:15 & 9:15
•
4,51ale
--PT 96'114PHOEBE CATES
. kyhOvERS•L .CTURE 1.=
: Anon [mann
MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN BANGOR 947-6737
HAROLD PINTER'S Compelling Modern Classic'
Presented hy Three-Time Oscar Winner SAM SPIEGEL
"BEN KINGSLEY TOPS HIS BRILLIANT
WORK IN 'GANDHI' WITH THE MOST
RIVETING PORTRAYAL
OF THE SEASON."
Cbristiase Sciersce Mmeitor
JEREMY IRONS
BEN KINGSLEY
20th CENTURY-FOX FILMS
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
DAILY 7:00-9:00
SAT & SUN Matinee
at 2 p.m.
of Houlton, speech communications senior; Gail Young
of Fort Kent, zoology senior; Donna Sotomayor of
Limestone, psychology senior; Jill Costigan of Stockton
Springs, English sophomore, and Kristina Athanas of
Worcester, Mass., elementary education senior.
THE OFF CAMPUS BOARD
PRESEN
A United Way Benefit Dinner
Friday, September 30th
6:00 p.m.
Damned Yankee
Memorial Union
03.0a, °6
menu:
Enchiladas
Tossed Salad
Corn Muffins
Fresh Fruit
The $2.00 admission will go to the
United Way of Penobscot Valley.
•
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• Kennedy
"The place was mobbed," said
Hamilton. "His visit was known about
for a month or two beforehand, and
there was considerable anticipation."
The Bangor Daily News (10/21/63)
said there was a crowd of 15,000
present to hear the president speak.
There were only 4,816 students
enrolled at UMO in the fall of 1963,
said the Registrar's Office. The
balance of the crowd came from
outside of the student population.
"There must have been about 10,000
seated in the stands and 5,000 just
around the football field," said
Hamilton.
The Maine Campus said under a
"blazing hot sun" the president
"delivered a 20 minute address" which
was "a defensive explanation of his
foreign policy of the past three years."
The Bangor Daily News said the
temperature during the President's
visit ranged between 70 and 74 degrees.
Kennedy did not mention the
Passamaquoddy project during his
speech.
Hamilton was able to shake hands
with Kennedy. "It was pleasant to
meet him," said Hamilton. They were
both the same age and from the same'
generation, both veterans of World
War II, and both from the Boston
area. "Being a newspaper man, I was
not affected by celebrity
consciousness when shaking Kennedy's
hand," said Hamilton.
Hamilton said while Kennedy was
here "he ducked away from his
entourage" to go over and greet some
"kids that were hanging on the fence."
(continued from page 4)
The late President John F. Kennedy
Hamilton said Kennedy liked to meet
the public, often making the Secret
Service nervous.
During the convocation, Kennedy
was told he had been made an
honorary alumnus of the University of
Maine, and it would be "his 'solemn
obligation to stand and sing' whenever
he hears the 'Maine Stein Song—. said
the Maine Campus.
The helicopters left with the
president at 11:45, said the Maine
• Campus. He was taken back to Dow
Air Force Base (now the Bangor
International Airport) where he had
been "scheduled to leave at 12:15 to fly
over the Passamaquoddy area twice
before going to Boston" to _visit his
Bailing father. ( angor Daily News
10/16/63.)
A television show commemorating
Kennedy's visit will be televised on
Wednesday Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m. on
WLBZ-TV Channel 2 in Bangor
Graduate Students
The GSB is offering grants for the fall
semester for up to $200.00. Applications
should be picked up in the
--- Graduate center
The deadline is October 17,1983
Maine Graduate School The Graduate Center
Winslow Hall 114 Estabrooke Hall
011.-
EXTRA NICE!
This Old Town, remodeled, four bedroom home offers several
outstanding features for family living. Completely equipped eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room w/fireplace, living room w/heatalator fireplace, first
floor laundry, 11/2 baths. Lovely 20'x40' inground Heldore pool, vinyl
siding, complete insulation, and thermopane windows. Three car garage,
private in-town lot. Will consider offers, asking $69,500.
Eves/wknds: Paula Page 827-5479, Beverly Antonitis 866-2567, Helen
Buzzell $27-3433, John DeGaribody 827-3619, Rose French 1-943-2688,
Lois Soule 866-4060.
BRADFORD
Orono 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
out of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664
11,
by Chris Bradley
Staff Writer
A loss in the Maine Democratic
presidential straw poll is eminent for
former Vice President Walter Mondale
even though he is favored to win, said a
member of the State Democratic
Committee.
Member Katherine Eves said, based
on her observations of party functions,
individual candidates' receptions and
her personal contacts within the party,
that because of the amount of money
Mondale has spent on his Maine
campaign, he would need a large
percentage of the vote to tlaim a moral
victory.
In an article -in the- Bangor Daily
News, (9/24-25/83), Rep. Gregory G.
Nadeau, a Lewiston Democrat
directing Mondale's Maine campaign,
said he would be happy to win 35
percent of the votes to show Mondale's
strength in Maine.
The BDN said, "Officials connected
with other campaigns feel that figure is
far too low. If Mondale is to be able to
justify his financial commitment, he
must get more than 40 percent, they
claim, with some predicting that
anything less than 50 percent can be
interpreted as a 'loss ' providing
Mondale is not quite the frontrunner
he is made-out to be.-
Eves said, "Mondale's people are
running scared," citing low turnouts at
Mondale's campaign events. At one
event, Eves said she counted four
delegates, two of whom were
committed to Sen. Alan Cranston, D-
Calif. and 10 Mondale staffers. At a
state committee meeting. Eves said 45
voting members were present, 20 wore
Cranston buttons.
Mondale will win the straw poll Eves
said, but it won't mean much to his
campaign as far as publicity and party
support is concerned because the win is
expected.
Mondale 'moral loss
predicted by democrat
• The cost in dollars and personal time
Mondale has spent in Maine has been
tremendous. Eves said Mondale's
Penobscot County staff consists of 10
full-time workers compared with
Cranston's staff of one full-time and
two part-time workers. Cranston, Eves
said, will finish a close second.
"Cranston will be close on his heels.
It'll be a difference of 20 votes," Eves
said.
Of the 3,200 eligible party members,
1,500 to 2,000 are expected to be in
Augusta Saturday to cast their ballots.
Unlike Mondale's first place finish
people will pay attention to
Cranston's finish Eves said, because he
finished in fifth place in recent national
polls. A move up in the straw poll will
generate publicity and financial
support, Eves said.
Eves said former Sen. George
McGovern, D-S.O. and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, whom Eves said will
announce his candidacy by Friday,
Sept. 30, are both in the race to raise
issues that other candidates are not.
Both will receive about the same
number of votes, Eves said.
Sen. Gary Hart, S-Col., who will not
be present Saturday, and Sen. 'John
Glenn, D-Ohici, are both in similar
situations Eves said; They both have 
not cornmitd-many resources to the,
Maine poll and will probably finish
fourth and fifth respectively, behind
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., expected
to be third, Eves said.
Tonight at 7:30 keynote speaker,
Sen. Joseph R. Biden, D-Del, will kick
off the straw poll. Biden is scheduled
to replace former Secretary of State
Edmund S. Muskie who could not
appear because of scheduling
problems. A hospitality hosted by the
presidential candidates is scheduled for
after the speech at the Augusta Civic
Center.
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COLLEGE INN RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Formerly University Motor Inn
We Have All Kinds Of Specials!
*Monday Night Football Special
12 oz. Bud light- 75
*Different
 Drink On Special Every Night
only $1.00 per drink
*Daily Breakfast & Lunch Specials
Breakfast 6 a.m.-11 a.m.; Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
*Dinner Special Every Wed. & Friday Night
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
Lounge Open: Mon-Fri 3-12, Sat 4-12, Sun 6-12
Crystal Prisms
32% Full Lead Austrian Crystal
Rainbows of light to hang
)4/ or wear. Gift-boxed.
s AP"
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orld/U.S. News
Congress approves
marines in Lebanon
WASHINGTON(AP)--Congress in-
voked the War Powers Act for the first
time, yesterday, approving the pre-
sence of US Marines in Lebanon. The
resolution ended a month-long emo-
tional debate, triggered by the deaths
of two marines in Beirut. The vote will
give President Reagan freedom to
keep the marines in Lebanon for 18
months.
Treatment continues,
father objects
TENNESSEE (AP)--12 year old
Pamela Hamilton ended the first cycle
of chemotherapy irrjections to combat
cancer after the Tennessee Supreme
Court refused to go along with her
father's efforts to stop the treatments.
The courts refused to hear- the
preacher's arguments that his family's
religious objections to medicine
will not outweight any benefits Pamela might
i. John receive from treatment. Larry
similar Hamilton's lawyer_ is  considering
th have appealina, the case to  the Supreme
; to the. Court.
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1 egg any style
potato nuggets
1 sausage or bacon
1 slice toast $1.29
Townspeople rally
for Watt's programs
WASHINGTON (AP)--Townspeople
in Forks continue to rally around
Secretary of the Interior James Watt as
they prepare for a James Watt
appreciation day which will be held in
two weeks. Residents favor Watt's
programs to develop resources on
federal land and were not upset about
Watt's remarks about his new-cabinet,
"A black, a woman, two Jews and a
cripple." One of the appreciation day
organizers blamed the media for
blowing the incident out of proportion.
4,4
Network execs
urge no 'equal time'
WASHINGTON (AP)--Three network
broadcasting executives urged
Congress yesterday to eliminate the
equal time provision that requires
broadcastors to give minor candiciates
the same amount of airtime that a
major candidate receives.
The US Court of Appeals upheld the
Fairness Doctrine, rejecting an appeal
filed by the Democratic National
Committee against CBS and NBC for
Republican-sponsored television
commercials aired in the fall of 1981.
The court let stand a federal
communications decision that
networks adequately present both sides
of a controversial issue. The three
judge panel's unanimous decision is
termed significant because of me
courts refusal to re-inierpret the
Fairness Doctrine.
. Democratic, Committee Chairman
Charles Ferris, a former Federal
Communications Commission
chairman, predicts the decision would
probably serve to increase TV
advertising in 1984 by the Republican
Party and Independent Political
Actin Committees.
American Radio
to beam to Cuba
WASHINGTON (AP)--Final approval
has been give to a measure creating
Radio Marti—an American service
that would beam broadcasts to
- Cuba.
Radio Marti will air its programs
from Fla., and the station's 14 hours of
broadcasts to Cuba will be subject to
strict order, requiring accuracy and a
lack of US bias.
- Congressman Claude. Pepper, (D-
Fla.,) said the station- is vital to
"strengthen democracy and put
communism on the defensive in Cuba
and Latin America."
GOOD LUCK
to the
UMO
BLACK BEAR
this Saturday!
Breakfast Served Anytime
3 mini pancakes
2 eggs any style
1 sausage or-bacon
'1.89
All the coffee you can drink -50'
The Colonial House of
PANCAKES PLUS
tel. 945-9108
Prime Rib
Seafood
Steaks
o•an Rd Ban .or Across from Ban •or Mal
American priest
still missing
HONDURAS(AP)--The Honduran
army says that it can't confirm reports
that Father James Francis Carney, 58,
of St. Louis died while fleeing a leftist
guerilla band trained in Nicaragua.
Carney was throvvn out of the country
in 1979 for promoting peasant'
organizations. Carney's family is- —
searching for clues to his whearabouts
in .Central America.
Four indicted
in overthrow plot
POLAND (AP)--Four members ot,
Poland's outlawed Solidarity Union
have been indicted on charges of
preparing- to overthrow Poland's
socialist system. Solidarity chairman
Lech Wale,sa called the i 4ctments "a0
dirty action." If convi the union
members face one to 10 years in jail.
Two people die
in turnpike accident
MAINE (AP)--A car-truck accident,
killing two people and injuring a third,
occurred Thursday morning along the
Maine Turnpike near Wells.
A tractor trailer truck, driven by
Philip Hoods from North Leeds,
veered across the median strip and
smashed head on into a car, killing the
two people inside,
Hood, 49, is listed in stable
condition at York Hospital. The names
of the dead are being withheld pending
notification of next-of-kin.
Another Soviet spy
expelled from Britain
BRITAIN(AP)--A diplomat with the
Soviet Trade Delegation has been
excelled from Britain, the ninth official
in the past two. years 'charged with
spying. The British gave the Soviet a
week to leave the country.
Police seareh
for suspected killers
MINNESOTA (AP)--Officials in
Western Minnesota are searching for
two men suspected of shooting and
killing a bank president and a bank
loan officer.
Police say the bankers were lured to
a farm the bank had foreclosed on four
years ago and were then shot.
Authorities are looking for a white
truck with Texas license plates that
reportedly belongs to a man who
owned the farm before losing it to the
bank.
Pilots union
to strike Saturday
NEW YORK (AP)--A company
decision to slash salaries in half has
caused the Pilot's Executive Board to
vote Wednesday to go on strike.
The strike is scheduled to begin
Saturday and a spokesman says the
pilots will stay off the job "until a
satisfactory back-to-work agreement is
negotiated."
Company officials say such a strike
will have no effect on service, because
many pilots have promised not to
honor the strike.
Murphy's
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer.
Sirloin Steak $6.95
Sirloin Tips .55.95
Broiled and Fried Seafood $6.95 Range
Salad Bar
For reservations call 989-1474
--
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On the Edge
DAVID R. WALKER
Impulse
I awoke feeling better, though there
was in me an inkling of apprehension.
Impulsively I removed the screen from
the window leading to the small porch
from where I could glimpse Mavra, if
she's sleeping in her bed. She was.
Leaning out over the sill I could see a
small portion of her lower back where
it met the upper band of her panties. A
glimpse was all I needed.
This ritual I've surrendered to
several times.. Telling myself I
shouldn't care‘;,(after all, if she's not
there I'll only feel pain, and who
needs that?) I rembye the screen and
peer. aware again f my seeming
powerlessness to the'impulse of my
Impulse: to be subject to
the pulse of one's .(nner,
mind. To act with ut
control, awareness, .a tern
orary insanity, bliss—or
hell. We begin to know the
'pulses' of our own inimicals
natures and after a time can
watch them rise from our
subconscious like bubbles
-about to burst .forth from
 the depths -or the sea,
bursting because they must.
-- 7
C;10
-
curiosity, its inertia. My quest is to
gain control. Yet the control I'm
looking for is far more sublime than a
simple squelching of impulse.
Impulse: to be subject to the pulse of
one's inner. mind., To act without
control, awareness, a temporary
insanity, bliss—or hell. We begin to
know the "pulses" of our own inimical
natures and after a time can watch
them rise from our subconscious like
bubbles about to burst forth from the
depths of a sea, bursting because they
must.
But rather than let the impulse.
bubble burst in a fit of regretful
foolishness, we can deftly catch it,
fondle with care, humor and no. Ncr.
and thus stall its impact. To cradle the
impulse just long enough to know it, to
sense its insidious origin, that's half the
struggle. Sometimes it will suddenly
appear as just what it is: a silly
impulse. Or perhaps it will carry with
it a message, a direction a fresh
possibility. Worst is to struggle
frantically in an attempt to halt its
inevitable rise, for it will only haunt us
later. To succumb with bitter
resignation is equally harmful.
More times than not, though, the
impulse pulses forth no matter what
the circumstance for a reason. The
greatest challenge is to discove the
reason, embedded as it probably is in
the murkey quagmire of our inner
Selves. Once glanced from askance its
message will no doubt show forth
again, only brighter. Ultimately the
preconscious sludge of early years
canbe stirred and spewed forth, that
"stuff" that propells us this way and
that despite our timid objections
finally, discarded, or at least seen
clearly for what it is. Then the living
can begin: the screen can be kept in
place.
David R. Walker is a senior journal-
ism/philosophy major from Connecti-
cut.
Zzzzzz...
omething unhealthy is happening at UMO.
Slowly but surely, students are paying more
and more for an education that is, at best,
mediocre, and showing no signs of improving.
Tuition keeps on rising. According to a study
compiled by Dr. Doug Gilines, associate dean for
resident instruction from information from
the Chronicle of Higher Education, UMO students
now have the honor of paying a tuition that is in tne
top 10 of the highest tuitions that is in the
universities of similar purpose as UMO. Fees
continue to rise. A recent example is the Health
Center where the voluntary fee has jumped over 50
percent a semester from last year and will probably
continue to rise as the administration pulls away
from its commitment to affordable health care.
Earlier this month the students were slapped in the
face with a new add/drop rule that prohibits any
refund for dropped classes after the first week. The
reason is to save about $50,000, administrators say.
And in the administration's never-ending battle
present UMO as a clean campus, stricter rules are
being clamped down restricting drinking and other
"non
-appropriate behavior."
What's unhealthy about all this is that these
decisions directly affect students but students, for the
most part, are not included in the decision-making
process. A worthy exception is the compromise the
admistration struck over BCC bus service. This time
the administration was willing to listen to others. It's
commendable. But it's an exception.
Meanwhile, as the student body sleeps, the major
political issue of the day, the financial mess at UMO,
is being fought with the students on the sidelines.
-
101.141.1.111.11Weirtiraiikriara4aallirra.rrierv
Because of Monday's BOT meeting in Presque
Isle, it's obvious the BOT is trying its best to close the
can of worms that Silverman opened. The BOT is
taking a simple route: It's trying to suppress debate
on the issue. It's trying to make believe the issue
doesn't exist and hopes it goes away.
Silverman has put his job on the line for what he
perceives as a trend in the direction of less funding
for UMO. And the faculty is laying low. Their
• response to what has been called a "financial crisis"
is to pass mere resolutions through the Council of
Colleges and to sell "I love UMO" buttons.
Considering the gravity of the situation, the response
of the faculty seems weak. But they have contract
negotiations to worry about and despite what they
say, it's doubtful the faculty will push the issue.
In an effort to stir student support for Silverman,
Student Government-P-Fesident Craig Freshley has
rescheduled the "Fair Share for the Bear Day" for
next Thursday. Freshley says he hopes a good
showing at the demonstration will indicate that the
students back Silverman.
It's time for students to wake up to this issue and
other issues that affect them. However the funding
issue should be thought over well before following
anyone, Silverman, Freshley or the BOT.
There's no guarantee that student activity in the-
financial issue will affect the outcome. However, it
can be safely said that continued student apathy will
give students just what they don't want: the shaft.
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Response
when writing
t1P
1 he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
,commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
Openly confront issues
To the editor:
I am writing in reaponse to
the letter written by Mark
Vermeal, on the food in
Stewart Commons (Campus,
9/22/83). His concern about
being perceived as "childish"
is well-founded. My staff and I
- are alv..ays open to construc-
tive criticism and complaints.
However, it is very difficult to
deal with a three-column
massacre on a hard-working
crew of classified and student
employees. Contrary to Mr.
Vermeal's assumptions, I am
well aware of the fact that we
are serving paying customers.
aim is to serve. a-11ot.
noUrishing, and appetizing
meal. We always provide a
variety of two seperate en-
trees, one of whichis a
vegetarian, and also serve
hamburgers and hot dogs
upon request. Our baker
makes homemade bread and a
variety of desserts daily. Our
student employees devote
endless hours out of their busy
schedule to help us enhance
this service. Granted, it's a
way to get them through
school financially but more
than- that they take pride in
their work.
I welcome
meal, to sit
myself and
courteous and constructive
_way. We will be happy to
listen and respond to your
complaints. We welcome any
student input. We care! It may
help if you get your facts
straight though.- -Since - the
opening of classes, w,e've
served chicken as an entree
four times out of 38
lunches and ditineti.' If there
are any leftovers, they are
served as an extra item at the
next meal. I would guess this
is how you conclude that
chicken has been served "12
or 13 times." which Is _still
inaccurate.
In no way am I saying we
are perfect. I am proud of our
product and service for the
most part, but every business
can stand improvement. I
hope you contact me directly,
and confront me with your
issues. Such complaints are
much better received in
person. rather than a sarcastic
letter to the university news-
paper. Don't You think?
you, Mr. Ver-
down and talk
the chef in a
Dorothy Jones
dodSék''ice Manager
Stewart Complex
Fair Share for the Bear next Thursday
'To the editor:
It's on Thursday, Oct. 6,
Kathy.
In response to a letter to the
editor (Campus, 9/27/83)
where by "Kathy" complain-
ed that I had permanently
cancelled Fair Share for the
Bear Day. At the outset, allow
me to point out that the event
was not cancelled, merely
postponed, and has been
scheduled Ito take place on
Thursday, Oct. 6. As planned
before, the, press conference
will occur at noofl on the
library steps.
Kathy, I sincerely appreci-
ate your coacern and I
whole-heartedly thank you for
writing the letter. It's really
great to see that students
agree with what I'm trying to
accomplish. And no, I didn't
cancel because I thought it
would be of high personal risk. '
On the contrary, I'm determ-
ined to make an impact. I can't
convey to you my disappoint-
ment when I woke up
Thursday, Sept. 22 (the
original date for the confer-
ence) and saw the rain. It's
difficult enough to get stud-
ents around here to stand up
and publicly support anything.
I felt that asking to stand out
on the mall in the rain or
taking the trouble to find out
that the rain location was
Hauck Auditorium would
really be asking too much.
So rather than invite the
press and risk campus wide
embarassment due to lack of
student support, I decided to
postpone to another day, when
the weather might be better,
when the press would still
come, when the students
would get out and demon-
strate some real support.
So to Kathy and others who
were concerned: Our first
attempt to show the people of
Maine that we have a problem
here may have been rained
out, but that doesn't mean the
problem has gone away. I'm
continuing the battle and I'm
certainly not afraid to take a
stand. And you can help!
Keep posted for further
details—next Thursday—Fair
Share for The Bear!
Craig Freshley
President
UMO Student Government
Problems with kegs never existed
To the editor:
• As self-appointed repres-
entatives of the student body
at UMO, we would like to
utilize the freedom of the
press to express ours and our
peers feeling toward the
decision "handed down" by
Police Director Alan Reynolds.
This so-called director of
safety has made a futile
attempt to correct a situation
which needed no rectifying to
begin with. By banning kegs
in the designated tailgate
area, Reynolds has procreated
a situation of impending
danger and consequence. The
ramifications of this "mind-
less act" are pernicious a4'nd
numerous: litter, hard liquor
COBS urned by students, broken
glass, and worst of all, the
impetus for half-satisfied fans
to take to the highways :for
more booze.
Certainly a man of such
position would be able to
foresee these problems, or
was it simply a rash, imp-
etuous decision based on envy
and frustation(s)? Is this
veritable, Officer Reynolds?
Was your judgment too
hasty? Surely reflection would
deem it so. Please feel free to
explain, or else some my get
the impression that you have
been viewing too many
"Dragnet" and "Adam-12"
shows. Or perhaps this is a
- disguised form of police
brutality? Please clear these
nagging questions from our
minds. We are here to learn
about the real world—surely
this isn't a representative
sampling—or is it?
Don Cote
Matt Stamp
Judy Higgins
2nd floor Dunn
PS: The superheroes, Batman
and Robin, are on TV at 10
a. m. Perhaps this is the
reason for the commencement
of tailgating at 11 a.m.
Commentary
1 n 1981, I bought a book by a debut authorthat I had no idea if I was going to like or not.I hadn't read any reviews or talked to anyone
that had read it already. In fact, I went out and
bought it the day it came out. It was probably the
first and last time I ever bought anything on blind
faith, except maybe an album or two. It was really
not in the creator of the novel in which my faith
rested, but rather in her husband.
The book I grabbed that day was Small World
by Tabitha King. I am what you could call an avid
Stephen King fan. I had nothing to do with the
university when he was here, and after three
major novels, I still had no idea who Stephen King
was. My mother seduced me into reading
"Graveyard Shift." one of the short stories
from the Night Shift collection. Since that day my
interest took off,, as Meatloaf would say, "Like a
bat out of hell." I now own, to my knowledge,
everything he has ever written.
So when I dug into my wallet to purchase Small
World I was simply trying to keep my collection
complete. My thoughts were as ignorant as that.
Buying Tabitha King's novel was simply buying
another "King" novel. I associated the book
with him more than with its true parent. I took it
Blind faith
home and filed it neatly between The Stand and
The Shining and only stopped once in a while to
admire how it made my collection look larger. I
than patiently waited for King (Stephen) to write
another book. I had nothing to read.
My mother, proving once and for all that age is
indeed smarter than youth, shuffled into our
living room one day and picked up the novel and
quietly read it while I ranted about how "great"
Firestarter was.
That was two years ago and ever since, when
my mother saw me reading a book, she would say.
"You know, Gregg, you really should read her
book." I told her I would when I had time. A week
before school started, I did have time and so I
started it. I needed something to take my mind off
the approaching school year. I planned on reading
that week, and when school started I'd just slip it
back between her husband's accomplishments. I
promised myself I'd go back and finish "when I
had time." For some reason, after that week. I
decided to bring it with me. Since the first day of
school I've only had a few moments to read for
pleasure, and I did so with an anxious fervor.
Small World captured me, and didn't let go until
the other night when I • after owning the book for
Gregg Palmer
two years, finished it.
I will not even try to explain the book. I will just
say that it left me absolutely speechless. It made
me feel good to know that talent of that kind exists
anywhere, much less Bangor, Maine.
I wondered how many others had been as
narrow-minded and foolish as myself. I have had
people ask me, while I was reading it, if Mrs.
King's writing was like her husband's. That's like
asking if Beethoven wrote like Fitzgerald. They're
two different talents, and they should be
appreciated as such.
I would hate to think that Tabitha King's talent
will be shadowed because she is the wife of
Stephen King. For all those who haven't read
Small World, if you have some extra time and
want to read a very good modern novel, I
recommend it. Don't wait until her next book
comes out, there'll be twice as much to read.
For myself, I have to begin a new collection. I
have a place right near my Stephen King
assemblage—near it, but very separate.
Gregg Palmer is a freshman, planning to major in
journalism-broadcasting, from Carmel, Maine.
•
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Circuit
Congress to hang up on phone sex?
WASHINGTON--Official Washington „ has
recently devoted many hours to a matter of untold
significance, and resolution may be imminent.
Unfortunately, likely action by Congress soon
may only complicate a needed, if unseemly,
debate on the issue.
That issue is best known as "phone sex." An
entertainment form once favored mostly by
Here and Now
Glen & Shearer
readers of Hustler, the Village Voice and other
"progressive" publications, listening to sexually-
suggestive telephonic cooings has become
something of a national pastime in the last year,
drawing more customers in one day than the
Cleveland Indians do in a season.
Secretaries do it. White House aides do it. Not
surprisingly, kids do it, too, and that's why an
assortment of federal, state and local officials say
they want to curb the skin magazine publishers,
independent services and telephone companies
that are painting all the way to the bank.
Rep. Thomas J. Bliley Jr., of Virginia, is the
principled force behind congressional efforts to
end America's affair with what he calls "dial-a-
porn.— A former funeral home owner and
Richmond mayor who came to Washington on
Ronald Reagan's coattails, Bliley first sensed
trouble last winter, when a constituent complained
that her AO-year-old daughter had dialed into an
orgy, in this case courtesy of High Society
magazine. After some inquiries around town, the
pipe-smoking Bliley says, he was incensed to find
that neither the Federal Communications
Commission nor Justice Department had the
courage to throw cold water on the hot new
commodity. Later, he even wrote the president
about his concern.
Bliley's remedy, an amendment to the FCC
authorization bill pending House action this week,
would subject phone sex services to federal
obscenity prohibitions. Like similar legislation
introduced in the Senate, it would assess phone sex
purveyors with a $50,000 fine for every day of
operation. One House committee aide, who said
that many congressional offices had
independently conducted primary research on the
issue, predicted that floor discussion of the
proposal would be "memorable."
Yet the FCC has only begun its inquiry into the
merits of phone sex. Its findings will be ready no
earlier than next February. If the hear-no-evils in
Congress can't abide by the delay, even time may
not overcome the conflict between personal
disgust with dirty talk and Supreme Court
mandates on obscenity questions.
Phone sex has few antidotes in the Constitution.
It's-voluntary, for one; and therefore may deserve
protection under rights of privace and free speech.
If people gladly subject themselves to groans a la
phone, they don't merit federal protections
designed for those who are subjected to abusive
phone calls involuntarily.
Another hang-up _  lies
Communiqu
Friday, Sept. 30 (continued from page 1)
OCB Benefit Mexican Dinner. Proceeds to go to
Penobscot Valley United Way. Damn Yankee, Union.
Admission. 6 p.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Meeting. Damn
Yankee, Union. 6:30 p.m.
Friday Night Babysitting. Chapel Road Child Care
Center, Orono. For required reservations, contact
Linda Lerner, coordinator, 581-1820, before 4 p.m. Fee
charged. 6:30 - 11 p.m.
SEA Mnvie,., "Lianna." 101 /M..Admission. 7 &
p.m.
Planetarium. "Astronomy Today: Moonrock
Meteorities.." Wingate. 7:30 p.m. -
Fo'c'sle. Helen Bateman, ballads and folksongs, guitar,
piano and vocals. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 -
midnight.
Saturday, Oct. 1
Phi Gamma Delta Meeting. Ham Room, Union. 10
a.m.
Alumni Center Friends of Track and Field Meeting.
North Lown Room, Union. 10 a.m.
Kappa Sigma Meeting. Peabody Lounge, Union. 3 p.m.
APO/GSS Shuttlebus to the Bangor- Mall. Side
entrance, Union. Admission. 5:15 & 6 p.m.
SEA Movie. "Woodstock." 101 E/M. Admission. 6
& 9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Monique Hagopin, folk music guitar and
vocals. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m. - midnight.
Gay Dance. Sponsored by Wilde-Stein. Ram's Horn.
Admission. 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Bear's Den. "Street Ill." Union. 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 2
Orono Friends Meeting (Quakers). Child care available.
Drummond Chapel, Union. 10 a.m.
Public Workshop, Wilson Protestant Center. Lown
Rooms, Union. 10:30 a.m.
Non-traditional Students Movie. Family Entertainment
Series: "Adventures of Winnie the Pooh." Lown
Rooms, Union. 1 p.m.
SEA Movie Matinee. "Psycho." 101 E/M. Admission.
2 p.m.
Performance. "His Kids." Drummond Chapel, Union.
5:30 p.m.
Wilde-Stern Meeting. Peabody Lounge, Union 7 p.m.
-ismaanaratainaaamm-
standards for obscenity. The court's Miller
decision (1973) recognizes that what plays in New
York may not play in Peoria, and therefore should
be judged according to local standards. But
neither justices nor lawmakers foresaw the case in
which a compulsive 13-year-old in Salt Lake City
might make 160 calls a month to a New York City
number, as Bliley discovered last spring. On the
other hand, as FCC lawyer Diane Silberstein
points out, nor have they said clearly whether an
adult's access to pornography can be reduced
under restrictions aimed at children.
Yet common sense may be more instructive
here. Just last week, the television networks began
a season of programs that hardly resemble
"Father Knows Best"; even magazines
traditionally suitable for dentists' offices herald
the sexual exploits of celebrities. Our is an
oversexed environment that, though perhaps not
to a conservative's liking, makes the telephonic
turn-on sound par for the course; to attend to one
while ignoring the other seems kind of silly.
Of course, for those who've graduated from
"Dial-a-Joke" to "Dial-a-Porn," there could be
reward in the event of a crackdown by
Washington. For only $35 and collect-call
charges, a large number of services will gladly talk
a good time to anyone with a credit card number.
But in a country that champions free enterprise,
the best remedy may be self-control, or none at
all.
Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are syndicated
columnists. Copyright 1983 Field Enterprises, Inc.
--t-Field Newspaper Syndicate.in Supreme Court_
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Sports
Jeff Spring a key to Bear soccer fortunes
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
Head soccer coach Jim Dyer is
smiling these days. He's smiling
because his team has started the
season on the right foot breaking
out to a record of 4-1. He is
smiling because despite having
seven freshmen in the starting
lineup his team playing well and
winning. One of these freshmen
is high school All-American
goalie Jeff Spring.
Spring, who hails from
Flushing, New York comes to
UMO after playing at Holy Cross
High where he led his team to the
city finals all four years, as the
starting goalkeeper. In his senior
year, he recieved such honors as
being named to Parade's High
School All-American soccer
team, all-star city and state
teams, and was voted team and
league most valuable player.
The highly recruited freshman
chose to atend UMO over schools
such as Boston University, the
University of Connecticut,
Hartwick College, and the
University of North Carolina
citing coach Dyer as the main
reason.
"I wanted to go to a school
where I could get good goalie
training and coach Dyer is an
excellent goalie coach. He has
trained me very hard, making
sure that I always use perfect
techniques and constant drilling
has emphasized the importance
of fundamentals, which has been
very important in my progress,"
Spring said.
Coach Dyer first met Jeff five
years ago at a summer soccer
camp in Connecticut where he
was instructing goalie techniques.
It was there that he started
working with Spring on the
position of goalkeeper. The Bear
coach believes Maine's need for a
netminder was a major factor in
Jeff's decision.
"Here at Maine, Jeff had the
opportunity to step in and play
immediately instead of having to
wait for a year or two. He
possesses all the technological
skills and his adjustment to the
team and the university has been
excellent. Jeff has worked hard
and has adapted to our system
very well," coach Dyer said.
Spring has started all five
games for the Bears and is
sporting a goals allowed average
of 1.00 per game. In only his
second game, he earned his first
career shutout as a Black Bear
against the University of Maine
at Presque Isle, which gave his
team first place in the UMPI
tournament held earlier this
month. He has accumulated 28
saves through the first five games
including a save on a penalty shot
which helped preserve a victory
over the USM Huskies.
•
UMO goalie Jeff Spring is the man of the future for the Bears. (Ferazzi photo)
The business Management
major feels there are some big
differences between high school
and college soccer._ "All of the
players are much mire talented
and in better condition. In college
play you always have to be
thinking ahead to be ready for
anything that may come up," he
"said.
'Although Spring loves New
Ypty, he likes the change
a4 the excitement of being away
fl.f4teit home for the first time.
'‘`The university is excellent
and all the players get along very
well on and off the field," he
said.
Spring also indicated Coach
Dyer's team study period from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. nightly has been
very helpful and is a good idea.
Spring rates the future of the
Maine soccer team as excellent.
"Right now we have seven
freshmen starting and we are 4-1,
and I see no reason why our
success should not continue.
Once we gain experience playing
together, I think we have the
potential to be one of the better
teams in the league this year and
certainly in the years to come,"
Spring said.
The future of the Black Bear
soccer team does indeed look
promising. The team, despite its
youth, is playing with poise and
confidence. One of the keys to
Maine's success will be with their
goalkeeper. That man is Jeff
Spring.
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Haskell assumes role of permanent athletic director
Newly appointed athletic director Stu Haskell prepares to uphold UMO's
athletic tradition. (Arnold photo)
Newco Market
Agency Liquor Store
* Tailgate Specials *
Munchies, Sandwiches, and Snacks
Seagram's Mixers
2/89; plus tax & dep.
Mogen David
Pink Chatawba Wine
Only $3.49/'/2 gal.
Save $2.00
Busch Bar Bottles
$8.60 plus tax & dep.
This Weekends Drink Recipes:
Gin & Tonic Jigger of Gin
fill the rest with Seagram's Tonic Water
Screw Driver Jigger of Vodka
fill the rest with orange juice
Cape Codder Jigger of Vodka
fill the rest with cranberry juice
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
It took almost 500 days, but
Stuart P. Haskell, Jr. finally was
named director of physical
education and athletics at UMO.
The UMO Board of Trustees,
at its meeting this past Monday,
unamimously approved the
recommendation of the search
committee chosen to find a new
athletic director. Haskell has
been serving as acting athletic
director since Harold
Westerman retired from the
position on June 1, 1982.
Haskell, a 1956 graduate of
UMO with a B.A. degree in
journalism said he was glad to
finally be appointed athletic
director.
"I tried not to think about it
(being acting AD)," Haskell said.
"I did the daily work and let the
chips fall as they may. I never
went at my work timidly."
Haskell said he doesn't
anticipate any major changes in
the athletic department at this
time. "I will be looking over the
coaches' shoulders and being
more of an activist than Mr.
Westerman was," Haskell said.
"But it's only because I want to
show them-(the coaches) that I
support them."
Haskell supports the women's
athletic programs at UMO just
as strongly as he does the male
revenue generating sports.
• "The women's sports
programs should be supported by
myself and the university—
strongly," Haskell said. "We've
got some fine women athletes on
this campus and I _can't deny
them their due because they
haven't reached the point where
they generate a large following."
"It would be hard for me to
look a woman athlete in the eye
and tell her she isn't entitled to
the same thine', that a ma e
athlete is gettmg."
Drew Finnie, UMO sports
information director, said under
Haskell each program has taken a
definite direction with a goal in
mind.
"Stu has taken the direction
that Westy had set us on, and not
only continued it, but fine tuned
it," Finnie said. "For example,
this year a poster was made up
which shows the women's field
hockey team in action on it. This
is the first women's athletic
publication ever produced at
UMO and it's primarily because
of Stu's support that we could do
something like this."
Haskell, who was UMO's
assistant director of athletics
before being appointed acting
AD, said one of his major goals
is to make the UMO athletic
department self-supporting in the
future.
"I do question whether it can
be done though, simply because
of the population base of this
area. There's only so many
people here who can attend
games. We do a lot better at
drawing fans than schools in
,many of the bigger New England
cities, like Boston and
Providence, though."
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28 mill street orono, rnaine 866-5515
"The best food in the Bangor area"
-The Bangor Daily News
Let us be your favorite
off campus eating spot
Join us for Homecoming Weekend
Evening Dinner Specials
Fresh Salmon with Hollandaise
Moussalcka
Sunday Brunch Special
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Weekday Breakfast Special
6:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
2 eggs, toast, homefries, coffee- $1.99
Soup & Salad $2.75
Happy Hour
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. daily
Two For One
Fine Wine, Beer and Cocktails
Gt
B4
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Discount
Beverage Inc.
7 Oak St., Downtown Orono
866-7711
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. -1 a.m., Sun. Noon -11 p.m.
Best Selection of Imported and Domestic Wine and Beer
Kegs itild taps of all kinds available
Brand Name Sodas at Discount prices, too!
Homecoming Specials
Busch Bar Bottles $8.75 plus tax & dep.
Bud & Bud Light "Suitcases" $10.89 plus tax & dep.
Hamm's 12 packs $4.79 plus tax & dep.
Genessee Cream Ale Bar Bottles $9.75 plus tax & dep.
Old Milwaukee Bar Bottles $8.65 ph—is-tax & dep.
Riunite
Bianco, Rosato, or Lambrusco 1.5 liter $5.39
Bottle returns accepted from open to close everyday!
Deatnent reserves the right 10 limit quantity N. rerthstbk hit ql.DIt.10""
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Bears seek revenge against Towson at Homecoming
A UMO football player stands waiting to claw the Towson State Tigers.
(File photo)
NE.RIrt
500 Main St.
Bangor,Maine.
Every Friday & Saturday
8-1 Op. m.
14istRIFIN
HOUR
For A Howling Good Time!
-11+111trait..owai•a4—.-
-7,7777
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The UMO football team will host the
Towson State Tigers in the annual
Homecoming Weekend game
Saturday at Alumni Field.
Coach Ron Rogerson and staff have
been busy all week preparing the team
for the game against the Tigers.
Rogerson said Towson State.
although 3-0, has not played the
caliber of team's UMO has played.
.‘
'son State has beaten New York
r , Slippery Rock and Liberty
Baptist. who is really down this year,
and that's a little bit different that
playing teams like Rhode Island and
Boston University , which undoubted-
ly are the best teams in the Yankee
Conference," he said.
The Black Bears 0-2 lost to Towson
State last year on a field goal with less
than a minute remaining in the game.
The field goal was by Shane Landetta
who became the number one punter in
1983 in the United States Football
League for the Philadelphia Stars.
"Towson is no push over (easy team)
so we will have to be ready," he said.
The Tigers' head coach Phil Albert
is 72-42-1 in just over 12 years at the
Maryland school. His teams hold a 2-0
record verses UMO.
Towson State, 7-4 last year, returns
46 lettermen while losing just 16.
"They have a lot of junior college
players and are huge, so we know
exactly what we're up against," he
said.
Rogerson was referring to sophomore
center Stan Eisenhooth 6-6, 270
pounds and offensive tackle, Barry
Cohen. 6-3, 280 pounds.
Senior quarterback Bret Rogers,
6-4, 210 pounds, threw four touch-
downs in the Tigers win over Slippery
Rock last Saturday.
Team captains Hernando Mejia, a
6-4, 240 pound senior tight end and
Pat Murphy, a 6-4, 240 pound
defensive tackle, senior middle guard
Don Washington, 5-11, 235 pounds
and senior defensive back, Gary
Rubeling, 5-11, 200 pounds, will try to
declaw the Bears on Saturday.
Rogerson said UMO doesn't need to
change its offensive plays in order to
score more points.
".We threw the ball 33 times against
BU so it shows we are more open
(passing-wise) than a year ago and we
are better coached football team. So
what it comes down to is our kids
coming-up with the big plays
(turnovers, long gaining plays on
offense)," he said.
"We were a good football team in
the second half against BU (two
touchdowns including a 98-yard drive)
not because we weren't opening-up
but simply because we were tentative.
Our players weren't attacking, aggres-
sive-type people," he said.
To help generate a more balanced
offense Rogerson has moved senior
halfback Paul Phelan to the right
halfback position and will start senior
Nick DiPaolo at left halfback.
"We want those two in the game at
the same time to hopefully get more
consistency in our backfield."
"By leaving them in the game it will
eliminate the constant alternating we
have been doing. Of the five or six
backs playing, they're the best at this
point in the season," he said,.
Offensive tackle Al Peterson has a
very sore foot (resulting from torn
ligaments in the first half of the BU
game) and his playing status is
questionable.
"It's a day to day situation with him.
The doctor has done everything
possible medical wise so we just have
to go from day to day," he said.
Show Us Your Card and
We'll ShoWV-ou a Meal!
Student Night Every Tuesday. 20 (YARff Any Dinner
Route 2-Milford, Mate
Open 7 Days a Week
827-7827
.s THE PNES
RESTAURANT
I ',hi. 17 .01 11()MQ
Specializing in
Italian Dishes
and SeafoKid
Do You and Your Friends
Need a Decent Rental
That Offers
New 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms
Fully Furnished Cleaning Service
Near UMO Lease from Sept.-June
All Utilities Privacy
Responsive Management
References required-Available units limited
Model unit can be visited-Applications being accep
For details call
P. I. Realty Management:942-4815
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The test from within
myself, my peers or my friends? Whatever it is, it
makes me a basket case. The day of the
competition I'm so wrapped in thought, I look
like a zombie staring into space or some druggie
high on drugs.
I ask myself a million questiops right before the
starting gun. Am I ready? Did I prepare myself
properly?, What the heck am I doing here? How
can I get out of this mess? What can I do to make
this easier? Are therelny shortcuts? And a dozen
or so more!
All this excitement, or shouldl say confusion,
starts up my adrenalin, however, and I get
psyched for a moment. When I'm "fired up" it
seems anything can be accomplished, so I decide
The Maine Campus. Friday, September 30, 1983 15
Chuck Morris
to go for it. It all comes down to do or die
situation. Either I do it and run well(and)get a
passing grade or I don't and I fail. But, afterward
it doesn't really matter. I'm already thinking
about the next one and hoping to prove myself
and run that perfect race or take that test where
you know every answer.
There is an intense feeling I get when I run well
or receive an "A" on a paper. It's like nothing else
in the world. Maybe that is why I'm still digging
away, hoping to stumble on some glory. Whatever
it is, I'll keep trying to improve and when I'm
done and satisfied with what I did, I'll go out and
drink a beer, or two.., to relax and reminisce.
((OWL
CONVENIENCE STORE
GALLO WINE
Rhint-- Rose - Pink thabtit -Chabil1 Blanc- -
Hearty Burgundy - Vin Rose
PARK STREET
ORONO
Open 7 Days
a.m. to 1 a.m.
PRICES dOOD
THRU OCT. 7
COMPLETE
FAST FOODS
DEPARTMENT
.5 LITER $339
Plus Tax DONUTS - STEWART SANDWICHES
SELF-SERVICE. .COFFEE,
STEAMED HOT DOGS ALL AT
(SAVE $1.16) LOW, LOW PRICES
BEER • ALE • WINE
ICE COLD SODA
MILK .ICE CREAM
DAIRY PRODUCTS
FROZEN FOODS
CASE OF 24
BUSCH BEER
120Z. 
$899BAR BOTTLES CONTENTS
STUDENTS & FACULTY WELCOME
SCHWEPPE'S
MIXERS
BOTTLE 0
F 91 LITER
(SAVE 71r)
 41•11INIMIIINEMINS,_ 
Plus Deposit
Plus Tax
FRIENDLY,
UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE
ORONO
CAMPUS
Bangor
Savings
Bank
Entrance
Rangeley Rd.
College Ave.
RIVERSTILLWATER 
—
Commentary
The first test of the year. It's like the first cross-
country race. The week before all you can talk,
breathe, think, and drink about is that first race,
just like the first test.
There is so much common between the two.
You turn into a bundle of nerves thinking about
how you are going to do. Then, suddenly, it is all
over and it is time to get prepared for the next one,
which will creep up on you and then when you are
unaware and off-guard, it pounces so hard you
forget about everything else. Anything outside of
the first races' realm is irrelevant.
You should see some people and I'm no
exception. I want to do well to satisfy some needs.
What the need is I don't know. Is it to satisfy
St. James Episcopal Church
Center and Main, Old Town
Sunday Eucharist: 10 a.m.
Bus From Campus:
York 9:30
Hancock 9:35
Oxford 9:40
Our Lady of Wisdom Parish
Newman Center
74 College Ave.
The Catholic Parish on Campus
Parent's Weekend Liturgies
Saturday 4:30 p.m.
-Sunday 9:30 a.m. & 11:30 a.m.
Reception will follow each liturgy
at the Center.
There will also be the regular
Sunday 6:15 p.m. mass.
"Come and celebrate with us"
United Baptist Church
Middle Street
Old Town, Maine
Sunday Schedule
8:00 a.m. Worship Service
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Worship Service
6:30 p.m. Evening Service
Bus service available to UMO for
Sunday School and 10:45 Service.
Call 827-2024 for stop locations.
28 Mill St., Orono
8 66- 55 1 5
We are crazy-
Breakfast for FREE! $&?
clip this coupon and present
before ordering
get one breakfast special
FREE!
(2 eggs, toast, homefries, coffee,
usually $1.99)
must accompany the purchase
of one other breakfast at $3.99
or more
Valid 6:30-11:00 a.m.
Mon.-Fri.
Expires Sept. 30
Does not include take-out orders
WE FEATURE OUR
OWN NITE OWL
SANDWICHES
MADE FRESH EVERY DAY
COURTEOUS SERVICE
NITE
OWL
  ALSO FEATURING
Gulf Gasoline
at low, low
EVERYDAY PRICES
•w.11,
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